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Commercial Steel Park Bench  
with Curved Back  
This high quality imported steel bench features a back and seat 
made from 1-9/16” x 3/16” welded steel bars. The arms and legs are 
constructed from 2” x 1/2” steel. Anchor holes are pre-drilled for 
optional surface mounting (expand anchor bolts included) to deter 
theft and prevent unwanted movement of the bench. Finished with a 
solid textured powder-coating finish, this fashionable bench is highly 
resistant to rust and corrosion. Easy four piece assembly using the 
included stainless steel hardware. Dimensions: 74”L x 24.25”W x 35”H

Commercial Steel Park Bench 
with Straight Back 

This classic style heavy-duty steel bench is built to last. The backrest 
and seat are constructed from 1-9/16” x 3/16” welded steel bars while 

the arms and legs use 2” x 1/2” steel. This imported bench is perfect 
for any indoor or outdoor setting. Its solid textured powder-coated 

finish will provide full protection against rust and corrosion for years. 
Simple and easy four piece six bolt assembly. Stainless steel security 

hardware is included. Dimensions: 74”L x 24.25”W x 33”H

COMMERCIAL STEEL OUTDOOR FLAT BENCH
CBPB-6NB-BK  6’ Park Bench  (115 lbs) $599.00 
(Prices F.O.B. Factory)

Commercial Steel Outdoor Flat Bench
Simple slat steel flat benches featuring raised armrests—the perfect addition to any sidewalk, entryway 
or courtyard area. These commercial grade benches are constructed with high quality steel and 
welded together to withstand all the usage they will invite. Engineered to wear well with continued 
seasonal exposure, these imported flat steel benches are finished in a seamless UV stabilized, 
corrosion resistant powder-coating. These 6’ commercial steel flat benches are a great low 
maintenance seating addition for high volume outdoor locations.
Dimensions: 74”L x 20”W x 23.5”H

Model CBPB-6CB-BK

Model CBPB-6SB-BK

Model 
CBPB-6NB-BK

COMMERCIAL STEEL PARK BENCH WITH CURVED BACK
CBPB-6CB-BK  6’ Park Bench  (184 lbs) $759.00
(Prices F.O.B. Factory) 

COMMERCIAL STEEL PARK BENCH WITH STRAIGHT BACK
CBPB-6SB-BK 6’ Park Bench  (179 lbs) $759.00 
(Prices F.O.B. Factory) 

RELATED PRODUCTS

Visit www.belson.com 
for Matching Trash 
Receptacles.
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